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e.l (A) one line euestions 
\'lar[<s

05
1) The relationship between mean, median and mode is .......
z)If X(x - I)z =40,X(x - D(y - y) = -26,X(y - r)2 = 2}ttre,wiiar
is the value of bn*?

3) Standard error for mean of hypothesis with S.D. 9 and sample size 400 is.........
4) If the mean qf,a Poisson distribution is 15 then its variance is equal to.........
5) The median of 20,25,30,15,17 ,35,26,1g,40,45,50 is..... .

(B) Compulsory euestion rl--
l) In Binomial distribution n: 10, p:0.35.Find mean.
2) Find the median of the following data:

3) If the standard deviation of a data is 0.012. Find the variance.......
4) If r : 0.8, bxy : 0.32, thenwhat will be the value of byx : .........
5) P(AuBuC):...
Answer the following questions. (Any FOUR) i2

ind the mode of he followin
Class 0-r0 l0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70
.f, 5 9 ll t3 l0 7 2

(2) Find the probability of getting at least one head in two throws of unbiasecl c.rir.
(3 )A die is thrown. If E is the event 'the number appearing is a rnultiple o1.3, arLj i
be the event 'the number appearing is even, then find wheiher E and F are
independent ?

(4) A sample of 400 students has a mean height of 171.38 cms. Can it be reasonabl-r
regarded as a random-sampl-e from a large population with mean height l7l.17 arii
standard deviation 3.3 cms ? (Take srl"levilof significance:1.96)
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(5 )The number of road accidents on a highway during a week is given below' Cari ii

be considered that the proportion ofaccidents are egual for ali days?

(Take 57o significance level Xtilb 2:tr2.59)

Day Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat Snn

Number of
accidents

L4 \6 8 12 11 9 t4

Lnswer the foltowing question. (Any TWO)

(t) An experiment gave the foilowing values:

x I 5 V I
Y1015122\

Fit an exponentiai curve ''- = Ce"

(2) Two judges have given ranks to 10 students for their honesty' Find the rank

(-).\

Q"3

ion coefficient of the following data:correlatron coe icrent ot me lollowln
1't Judge J 5 8 4 7 10 2 I 6 9

2nd iudge 6 4 9 8 1 2 3 10 5 7

.t
(3) A card ii drawn from a pack of well- shuffled cards. Find the probability of tirc

following events.

t) The card drawn is a sPade.

2) The card drawn is a king.

3) The card drawn is a face card.

4) The card drawn is not a club.

5) The card drawn is either a heart or a diamond'

Q.4 Answer the following questions'! 
(A) The following miitakes per page observed in a book. Fit a Poisson distributirii, l)5

and test soodness oftit.
No. of mistakes Per Page No. of pages

0 2ll
I 90

2 t9
3 5

4 0

(B)Three unbiased coins are tossed. Find the probability of getting

(i) exactly 2 heads,

(ii) at least one tail,
(iii) at most 2 heads,

(iv) a head on the second coin and,

(v) exactly 2 heads in succession
OR

(B) One fifth (1/5) percent of the blades produced by a blade manufactut'ing factolr' 05

turn out to be defective. The blades are supplied in packets of 10. Use Poisson

distribution to calculate approximate number of packets containing

(a) no defective,

(b) only one defective' in.a consignment of 1,00,000 packets.
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